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BLOCKCHAIN-POWERED INDIvIDuALIzED FINANCIAL PRODuCTS
OuR MISSION

TRANSFORMING BuSINESS

Using the power of blockchain technology for building customerfocused insurance and finance products, while driving smart life-,
health- and financial-decisions by individuals and organizations.

OuR BACKBONE





> 16k IFAs

> 1.2m clients

allesmeins
financial wallet



> 700 APIs

Online
comparison platform

> 4.5bn AuA

easyROBI
ETF-Robo Advisor

OuR ROADMAP
1958
2005
2014
2015
2016
2017

01/2018
Q3/2018
Q3/Q4/2018
Q1/2019
2019

2020

Dr. Jung Investments founded
JDC Group listed on exchange
Transformation to advisortech company
Launch of digital insurtech wallet allesmeins
Acquisiton of online platform “Geld.de”
Award winning fintech/insurtech solutions
(FOCUS Money, DKM Jury Award, German Institute
of Service-Quality)
Founding Blockchain Lab in Liechtenstein
Launch of Blocx Blockchain Network (B2N) and
Pre-Sale JDC utility token “Blocx“
Prototyping Period
allesmeins becomes full cryptowallet
1st blockchain based product with partners/
start of prototype for JDC policy administration
on blockchain base
first internal systems on blockchain/B2N running
smart contracts for non-financial services partners

HOW TO BENEFIT?
All customers and partner
companies that are part in our
existing and growing JDC
ecosystem will form the Blocx
Blockchain Network (B2N).
(New) customers = tokens
(New) IFAs
= tokens
Adding contracts = tokens

TOKEN DISTRIBuTION

5–10 % Pre-sale
30 % Community (Loyalty)
10 % BLOCX Team
50–55 % BCX Token ICO

BCX

The price of one BCX will be
announced by B-LAB shortly
before the TGE using this formula
B*

St€/B =

Tt
B

B


B*

(Mt – Zt )Vt

OuR TEAM EXPERTS
JDC GROuP AG (EXECuTIvE BOARD)
Dr. Sebastian Grabmaier, Co-Founder JDC Group
Insurance & investment industry
Stefan Bachmann
Xoogler, data and digital industry
Ralph Konrad, Co-Founder JDC Group
P/E and financial institutional

JDC B-LAB DIvISION
Johannes N. viehbacher
Managing Director
Martin Mayer
Dr. Massimiliano Masi
Dr. Alexander Schöch
Dr. zack Izham

– a division of JDC Group AG, JDC B-LAB GmbH, Landstrasse 123, LI-9495 Triesen
Fon: +423 390 00 30, Fax: +423 390 00 32, info@jdctoken.io, www.jdctoken.io
 Source: http://www.bankofcanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/swp2016-42.pdf
For further information about the price of BCX and the formula see www.jdctoken.io/downloads/Whitepaper_JDC_Blocx_EN.pdf
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B-LAB:
Blocx Blockchain Network (B2N)

Leveraging the power of blockchain technology to build
customer-focused insurance and finance products,
hence enabling smart life-, health- and financial-decisions
by individuals and organizations.
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1 Purpose Statement
B-LAB’s purpose is to leverage blockchain and big-data technologies, develop new
insurance products to simplify and individualize insurance coverage for customers
with a strong focus on data privacy. Many insurance companies perceive the technological transformation and the blockchain entering the insurance industry as a
challenge. Young Fintech and blockchain companies are viewed as new competitors.
We, in contrast, perceive the new technology as a great opportunity and are open for
collaboration with established leaders and startup companies. Undertaking this
project, JDC designates B-LAB to lead the efforts in implementing blockchain
technology in the insurance industry.
In many countries, insurance companies are experiencing an increase in direct gross.
Yet, in other countries people are reporting that they need more customized insurance products while in some countries, many can neither afford nor access insurance. For the risks that are often not quantifiable, insurers tend to over price their
policies. Often enough, insurance policies are not tailored to individuals, rather they
are standardized policies that are not designed to address the needs of individual
policy holders.
The Blockchain Laboratory B2N brings together companies and individuals who
contribute their experience, know-how, and services to the development of a new,
comprehensive ecosystem for data exchange and utilization in the insurance sector.
Everyone can contribute to the B2N – starting from an individual wishing to receive
insurance services to all the other stakeholders of the insurance community. Developers may create new insurance-apps that will make the choice of insurance policies
and of other financial products easier. This Whitepaper outlines the opportunities
that can be realized when more people and companies use the Blockchain technology for developing smart insurance and financial services applications. If you would
like to participate in the B2N or want to learn how, please contact us at
info@jdctoken.io, and we will identify a way for you to contribute.
B-LAB will serve as JDC’s bridge to other start-ups, technology vendors, universities,
researchers and other proven innovators on the B2N and outside.
Established in 2018, B-LAB will build a broad decentralized network incentivizing
insurance providers, software and analytics suppliers to make their products and
services accessible to the B2N community by adopting the blockchain technology
and methodology to ensure interoperability.
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2 Smart Insurance
2.1 Smart Contracts
We will build smart contracts allowing smooth and fast transactions among the
participants on the network. The examples of such smart contracts may include
automated and personalized insurance products, where a smart contract can detect
with the help of an oracle (smart contracts interface to outside world, e. g. by using
IoT capable sensory data ) if the conditions of an insured event occurs and in a timely
manner to offer such products to clients. This novel degree of automation in smart
contracts allows for highly individualized products while keeping administrative
expenses low. This enormous gain in efficiency can facilitate dynamic short-term
policies. Projects we are working on, contain:
——

Pay-as-you-drive car insurance

——

Flight delay or train delay insurance

——

Disaster insurance based on geo data

——

Transport insurance

——

Crop insurance

The Blockchain application allows such transactions to run directly between insurers,
merchants and customers via a broker. Provided data such as lifestyle, health preferences, class of business, deductibles, limit, estimated subject premium, rate, minimum deposit premium, installment schedule, broker commission can be built into
smart contracts and automatically fulfilled.
Ultimately, this will result in enabling the creation of a “second protective skin”
around our customers; whenever, wherever, whatever they do – they will be covered
from any eventuality seamlessly, continuously and effortlessly.
2.1.1 Pay-as-you-drive car insurance
To date the majority if not all pay-as-you-drive car insurance requires additional
hardware to be attached to the vehicle. This type of insurance hence is attached to
the vehicle and not to the driver. By means of an enabled smartphone via an app we
overcome this challenge and can offer vehicle insurance linked directly to a driver and
tuned specifically to their requirements based on location, driving needs and style.
2.1.2 Flight or train delay insurance
Missing a connection or losing business due to a delayed flight or train are all too
common, these ensuing financial loss can be mitigated through a flight or train delay
insurance.
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A smart contract can read actual arrival times of flights or trains with insured passengers on board enabled by publicly available data allowing the insured amount to be
automatically sent to the insuree.
2.1.3 Geo Data Based Crop Insurance
Increasing number of farmers around the globe are confronted with the risk of
climate-induced crop failure. For most farmers a crop failure is existence-threatening. Depending on geographic location and type of crop farmers have between one
to three harvests per year.
Many farmers can’t survive harvest failures that can cause a loss of income of
between four to 12 months.
A smart contract for crop insurance can automatically detect crop failures with the
help of oracles. The oracle can evaluate weather data to find typical patterns that
lead to crop failure like drought or floods. It might as well use satellite data to detect
the amount of chlorophyll or plant cover there is in the insured fields.
2.1.4 Geo Data Based Disaster Insurance
Natural disasters can cause tremendous human suffering. To make things worse, the
long term financial consequences are often devastating for the surviving victims. A
smart insurance for natural disasters can at least lessen the consequences of poverty
that often ensues the loss of people’s belongings through disasters.
One of the big problems of traditional disaster insurance is to assess the damages of
such disasters, often because the affected areas are hard to access. A smart contract
can use an Oracle to automatically access satellite’s Earth observation data of an
affected area. The density of satellites is so high nowadays that for many areas there
are several flyovers per day.
An oracle can assess those data for detection of the severity of a disaster. This allows
a fast and unbureaucratic release of urgently needed money to the victims.
2.1.5 Transport Insurance
Wallet holders should also benefit by sharing data or access into other applications
such as long distance bus shuttles or the railway booking services. Adding these
partners into our Blockchain network might enable automatic luggage or transportation insurance based on your booked itinerary.
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2.2 Peer 2 Peer Insurance
Our vision is to develop an all-round carefree package which connects data analysis
with peer 2 peer insurance. Smart phones can sense many data about the current
situation of their owners. These can be used to automatically insure the inherent
risks of those situations.
For example if a flight or train ride is detected, a delay insurance can automatically be
invoked for the duration of the trip. If the trip leads to the mountains an accident
insurance which covers a possible helicopter rescue can be invoked. If it leads to a
foreign country an international health insurance including an emergency return
transport can be automatically activated for the duration of the trip. If they use a car
this is detected and automatically covered. This are just a few examples of the sheer
endless possibilities for automatic coverage of situation specific risks.
A participant of this peer 2 peer insurance will pay a certain amount of Blocx token
into a common pool and never needs to worry again about being insured against the
risks of their daily lives.

2.3 Data Analysis
2.3.1 Astute Data Solutions
Analyzing existing user data allows appropriately priced insurance products as they
can be adjusted to the situation of the specific insuree. In addition these solutions
including on the fly pricing allows for automatic adjustment of the insurance
premium to the personal risk factors of an insuree. Thus, a low-risk life style can lead
to lower premiums as opposed to a hazardous one.
2.3.2 Customer’s benefits
We believe that individuals should be compensated fairly and proportionally to the
value of their participation in the decentralized network. Following the goal of the
so-called democratization of data, only individuals should be able to decide on and
materialize the use of their individual data. To make this happen, B-LAB will create
Blocx tokens (“Blocx”), a crypto-token that will be designed as economic incentive
for individuals to share anonymized data.
Customers may anonymously share their e. g. fitness tracker data, GPS data or
anonymized social media content. With their individual decision to share data with
the community, individuals shall be enabled to receive the value of their sharing,
added by market participants such as product designers, marketing agencies and
data analysts using the anonymized data.
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Every time a community member shares anonymized data, they are entitled to
receive Blocx tokens based on the value it adds to the community, measured by the
number of community members that deem the data useful. Advertisers or insurance
companies need to buy Blocx tokens in order to use anonymized data, advertise or
run financial products on the platform.
B-LAB will create a distributed blockchain based system that will bring big-data
technology together with the advantages of the blockchain concept while maintaining strong focus on customer privacy.
To date, the insurance industry does not utilize the full potential of data or its analysis, resulting in vanilla insurance policies that are not individualized, flexible or
situational. We believe today’s customers are expect more. By analyzing their data,
we can learn how to create more individualized insurance products that would better
fulfill customer needs.
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3.1 Smart Contracts
In the context of a blockchain, ‘smart contracts’ define the rules under which transactions on the blockchain are processed. A transaction, such as the exchange of a
token, can be withheld until a certain condition is met. For example, a flight delay
insurance can take actual flight times from a database and automatically detect
insured events. A crop insurance can use weather data to know if a crop has failed
due to flood or drought. The magnitude of natural disasters can be assessed by a
smart contract using satellite or seismic data, thus accelerating the payout of emergency aid. Ownership of insured cars can be automatically switched when the
purchase price arrives at the sellers’ smart contract. Road accidents might be assessed and regulated quicker by sensors in vehicles which communicate with the
smart contract.
A smart contract can detect with the help of a so called Oracle if the conditions of an
insured event have occurred. An Oracle is the smart contracts interface to outside
world data.
Blockchain smart contracts work in a fully decentralized manner so that every node
of the blockchain system not only has the same consistent database on which
transactions take place, but also run the same smart contracts. Thus, each transaction is verified by the whole network rather than by a single clearing entity. In B2N,
transactions between all the participants shall be transacted directly and governed
by rules and regulations formulated through smart contracts.

3.2 Oracles
Smart contracts do not have access to the external network (the Internet), thus,
alone, the smart contracts engineered for the use cases mentioned above will not be
able to witness the event (e. g., a flight delay, or bad weather conditions for the crop
insurance). However, the Ethereum VM peculiarities enable the construction of
special smart contracts named Oracles. Those contracts facilitate fetching data from
specific sources, e. g., an URL, or another blockchain, acting as a proxy between the
network and the public Internet. Although an oracle is a trusted service, the client is
still required to check whether the data returned by the Oracle is authentic or not,
that is, whether it was manipulated by the Oracle or by someone else in transit: all
data is still off-chain. Such proof-of-authenticity is not an easy task. Two major
implementations, Oraclize1) , and Town Crier2) , uses different approaches for the
proof-of-authenticity: based on the properties of the RSA algorithm (TLSNotary) and
the Intel SGX hardware, respectively. In particular, TLSNotary allows a client to
provide evidence to a third-party auditor that certain web traffic occurred between
himself and a server3) , and it works only with a limited number of ciphersuites.
A call to the Oracle service has a fee to be paid, which is considered around 5 centimes of a dollar.
Oraclize, http://www.oraclize.it
Town Crier, http://www.town-crier.org
3)
TLSNotary – a mechanism for independently audited https sessions, Septermber 10, 2014
1)

2)
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To preserve the Gas and money consumption, the solution architecture provided will
make use of Oracles (Oraclize) to perform queries to data aggregators, sinks that are
in charge to aggregate data from, e. g., IoT devices, different flight databases, etc.

3.3 The JDC App and Wallet
Today JDC has a web app that can run on all devices. B-LAB will redesign the app
making it as a light wallet, allowing millions of users to store their crypto-funds, and
Blocx in particular securely. B2N mobile and desktop applications with integrated
wallets will also enable secure transfers of value within the B2N blockchain and
interaction with B2N smart contracts and applications. B-LAB will offer an interface
for sending value to contacts and paying for purchases in Blocx.
Integrated into the existing JDC applications, the B2N wallet will become quickly
adopted by the existing JDC customers and partners. B-LAB will increase the utilization of Blocx by developing the following functionalities:
——

Enabling a personalized and contractual communication channel with JDC
clients anywhere they go (store, merchants etc.)

——

Co-developing loyalty schemes and mechanics

——

Flexible payment structures

analyzing data for offering insurance and other financial products.

3.4 Blockchain Platform Selection
The B2N will operate on the Ethereum blockchain. At the time of writing, it is the
most stable and widely accepted blockchain which is able to facilitate smart contracts. B-LAB and its affiliates will create a distributed Ethereum based system that
will enable to keep transaction information in a continuous chain of cryptographically
linked blocks guaranteeing integrity and validity of stored data. The affiliates will run
due diligence and audit the code to ensure safety of the smart contracts and that
private keys are safely stored in the wallets.
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4 Privacy
4.1 Data Belongs to The Owner
We do not and will never store any personal identification information (PII) in the
blockchain. All personal data of users in the possession of JDC Group is stored off
blockchain and encrypted.
Blocx crypto-token design will use some of the crucial parts of blockchain architecture allowing a user to share information and receive tokens without giving an
identity, which, in turn, will improve privacy and increase the level of comfort for
participants in the B2N network. This will allow policy-holders to stay anonymous
vis-a-vis the insurance companies.

4.2 Anonymity
In the B2N network, we propose to use the features of blockchain technologies
allowing individuals to interact using their private key or QR code. This is called
anonymity and refers to anonymity arising from unlinkability. Unlinkability means
that if a user interacts with the system repeatedly, these different interactions should
not be able to be tied to one another. Blocx will be anonymous allowing all individual
transactions to be unlinkable to a physical identity by reading blockchain information.

4.3 Privacy Limitation
4.3.1 Types of Smart Insurance
However, not every type of insurance can be anonymized. For example health,
accident, household or property related insurances may require a lift on anonymity
for fulfillment.
4.3.2 Know Your Customer
For each jurisdiction, we will implement the specific rules relating to cross-border
payments and “know your customer” (KYC). We will work closely with governments
to ensure compliance. All investors, distributers, founders will go through KYC,
background, AML, business case, technology checks. Only approved users can
participate and tokens may be restricted to certain types of holders, and certain
geographies to comply with local controls.
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4.3.3 Legal Limitations
We intend to balance the privacy considerations against legitimate concerns that full
anonymity can be used for money laundering or other illegal activities. While cryptocurrency transactions themselves may be anonymous, the interface between digital
cash and fiat currencies is not, as these flows are highly regulated, to which rules we
will fully abide. Cryptocurrency anonymity is an active area of technical innovation as
well as ethical and policy debate, which we will carefully consider for the purposes of
implementing the project.
4.3.4 Individual Security Breaches
Despite its power, anonymity is fragile. Individual situations like insecure handling of
a private key or usage of an computer virus infected device can create an unwanted,
irreversible link to an individual providing data.
Our Blocx token will be the internal cryptocurrency on B2N and the utility token to
power smart contracts between participants. With the number of tokens remaining
fixed, a price of one token is projected to cost more because different vendors using
that one same data-set will be increasing. Tokens generated by B-LAB shall represent their holders’ rights to participate in the B2N, generate value for all B2N participants through additional development and promotion of the network and utilization
of the solutions provided within.
Although the token will be generated on Ethereum, the B2N will not use Ether as
means of payment due to its system design. One of the purposes of the token is to
be for monetizing secondary usage of data. Using a general currency would be
counterproductive for incentivizing the community at large to participate and would
not lead to the increase in the value of the ecosystem. Therefore, Blocx is integrating
the token deeply within the functionality of the platform, making the token a requirement for platform usage.
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5 The Blocx Token
40 mio.
households

> 10 contracts
per household

> 300 insurance
companies
Insurance
commission
in Germany
> 350 €
commission per
household

430mio.
insurance
contracts
14.5bn
commission
volume p. a.

5.1 Benefits of investing in Blocx
The German insurance market is worth 208 billion Euros. JDC is a prominent player
on the insurance commission market with the market size of 14.5 billion Euro in
Germany alone. Initially, B-LAB seeks to serve the potential German insurance
market assisting JDC’s existing customers, at the same time outreaching to new
customers and partners. Also, JDC through B-LAB will venture into a new territory of
advanced analytics and exploit relevant proven artificial intelligence (AI) solutions to
develop the outlined insurance products. By 2020 this market in Germany is estimated to grow to 3.8 billion Euros.
We anticipate that a significant segment of the market to join B2N and will adopt
Blocx for enabling transactions on the network – thus requiring at least one Blocx
Token for one transaction.
The total number of tokens being needed and their price will be calculated based on
the methodology developed in the Bank of Canada Staff Working Paper 2016-42
August 2016 On the Value of Virtual Currencies by Wilko Bolt et al/Research Division
De Nederlandsche Bank and Financial Stability Department Bank of Canada. We will
publish it on the website prior to the token generating event (TGE).
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5.2 Token Generating Event
In the third quarter 2018, B-LAB will generate 13.9 billion Blocx tokens at the Token
Generating Event (TGE) on www.jdctoken.io at the price of € 1,00 per 100 BCX.
In Q3 2018, B-LAB will distribute rights to up to 5 % of all tokens (695m BCX in total) to
early supporters who may acquire them from B-LAB at a discount raising up to
€ 6.95m. To become an early supporter, please register or send your inquiry to
ICO@jdctoken.io.
Prior to the TGE, the B-LAB will distribute up to 30 % to stakeholders of the existing
ecosystem – individuals with the JDC Group Insurance App and its current financial
services advisers and 10% to the development team and project advisors. These 10 %
of tokens allocated for the development team and advisors will have a two year
vesting period, where 25 % of all awarded tokens will vest at the TGE, 25 % on the one
year anniversary and then 25 % every six months, provided they are remain involved
in the project.
In Q3/Q4 of 2018, B-LAB will distribute 30 % of all Blocx through a general TGE for the
international blockchain community, financial market, insurance and crypto-enthusiasts, as well as individuals and enterprises willing to participate in building and
developing the B2N, with the goal of developing smart insurance and financial
products on the decentralized blockchain network.
Upon completion of a successful TGE, B-LAB will use the remaining tokens to compensate members of the community, who may subsequently earn tokens through
data contribution, crowdsourcing, development work and professional and other
services delivered to the B2N in the period from 2018 through 2022.
The TGE will occur before any code is deployed on a blockchain, and any profits for
the B2N ecosystem may be generated only by efforts of the contributors.
B-LAB’s crypto wallet, where it will be receiving and storing the proceeds from the
TGE, will be at Bank Frick in Liechtenstein. Bank Frick was established in 1998 by the
Liechtenstein fiduciary Kuno Frick Sr. Today, the Bank is owned by the Kuno Frick
Family Foundation and by Net 1 UEPS Technologies, Inc., a Nasdaq-listed financial
technology company. Bank Frick is a member of the Liechtenstein Bankers Association and the Deposit Guarantee and Investor Compensation Foundation PCC, Liechtenstein. In 2017 the Bank has developed a full technical infrastructure allowing it to
generate tokens and run financial transactions with crypto-currencies.
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5.3 Token issue price
The issue price of one Blocx will be € 1,00 per 100 BCX. B-LAB considered these
components for the price setting:
——

Today’s value of one data set;

——

The overall market size and the use of a token to make actual payments at the
point of that token to become tradable. This anticipates that there is the supply
of insurance products, demand for them and a functional marketplace where
they can be acquired.

——

The decision of forward-looking buyers to buy tokens, especially by industry
leaders and participants and the participation of the blockchain community.

——

The elements that jointly drive future consumer adoption and merchant acceptance of tokens due to general acceptance in the industry.

5.4 Expected Price Development
It is our anticipation that the value of tokens will increase as new products and
services are launched, and their usage increases. Due to the expected growth of the
global Blocx community, the number of participants in the B2N will grow together
with an increasing number of transactions using smart contracts – thus leading to an
increase of value of each token. It is our intent that early adopters (TGE participants)
benefit from the upside through gains of the issued tokens.
If speculation occurs the price will be higher because fewer units of virtual currency
are available to facilitate real payments. In other words, scarcity on the supply-side
with constant demand leads to increased token prices.
At the same time B-LAB will release further tokens each year until the full number of
generated tokens has been reached to pay for services provided to the B2N. This will
stabilize the price.
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6 Time Frame
6.1 Stage 1 - Developing Blocx
Estimated duration: 6 months
Developing Blocx, building the B2N, developing prototypes for the initial smart
contracts, introducing the tokens as the marketplace internal currency. Developing a
smart contract concept. Within a month from the TGE, B-LAB shall approve its
detailed business plan.
B-LAB starts to employ staff for development, technical, administrative and promotional. Contributing partners (underwriting, consulting, legal, marketing and any
other professional services).

6.2 S
 tage 2 - Development and Launch of the
Smart Contract Structure
Estimated duration: 12 months
Development and launch of the smart contract structure. Performing strengthened
marketing and promotion efforts to increase acceptance in the industry and get new
members of the community on board.
If sufficient capital can be raised a stimulus fund of 10 million will be established to
help start-ups and SME (small and medium enterprises) to establishing useful services in the eco-system to the end users. B-LAB will continue to build up its own
personnel for administrative, promotional work, and for technical development.

6.3 Stage 3 – Development and Launch of Smart
Contract end-to-end System
Estimated duration: 24 months
Development and launch of smart contract end-to-end system. Further strengthened marketing and promotion activities to populate eco-system. Increased
activities to support start-ups and small to medium sized enterprise (SME).
The B-LAB will further continue to build up its own personnel for administrative and
technical development.
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7 Risks
7.1 Technological & Organizational Risks
B-LAB will build upon the data exchange technology which JDC developed with
partners over the last several years. The system has been tested and is considered to
be reliable and stable. The token system will be based on the Ethereum technology
which has certain technical risks, some of which are outlined here.
A major technical challenge will be to enable automatic generation of more complex
smart contracts, which involve complicated work of several parties.
Many projects are interdependent, which causes dependency risk to projects. For
example, a crypto project built on Ethereum will be affected by things happening in
Ethereum, like a bug found in a compiler, or an attack on the Ethereum network.
And further, as layers of the ecosystem build up, this dependency risk deepens.

7.2 Token Value Risks
Due to the very short history of crypto tokens and crypto-economic systems, there
are several challenges that token holders face when trying to value these projects
and underlying tokens.
First, among the organizational risks, one needs to consider that historically the
insurance industry has been fragmented. Even though JDC has attracted a significant
number of partners to its ecosystem, having them all join the B2N will require renewed negotiations.
Second, the short history of crypto tokens has generally shown an even shorter
lifespan of many of the projects. This is especially true because projects present a big
principal-agent problem. This is different than a startup that usually raises money in
a series of different rounds over several years.
Third, there is some level of systemic risk associated with the crypto markets that
cannot really be diversified away. The industry is too nascent for that. Therefore
token-holders take on both project-specific risk and market risk when they acquire
tokens in a specific sector.
The systemic risk is very hard to predict, due to the short time-span, and is unique to
the industry. Everything from hard forks to new crypto attacks are a source of
systemic risk that traditional investments don’t suffer from.
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7.3 Regulatory Risks
Generally, as the development of blockchain tokens continues to enable new business models, new legal issues come into focus. For developers, legal and regulatory
uncertainty can be one of the main barriers to building new blockchain protocols and
applications, including the B2N. In this video, Sasha Borovik, an international attorney and one of the B2N founders, explains the legal risks associated with TGE. The
legal risks be further examined in this Legal Framework for BlockChain Tokens. This
Framework has been prepared in collaboration by Coin Center, Union Square Ventures and Consensys.
This chart is a starting point for those, who consider joining the B2N to analyze the
likelihood that this particular blockchain token would be subject to securities laws. It
also establishes a set of best practices for token crowd sales, which B-LAB has been
trying to follow rigorously and diligently.
We note that recently, there has been growing interest in whether, and in what
circumstances, crypto-tokens may constitute “investment contracts” under the U.S.
Supreme Court’s Howey test, or similar regulations around the world, rendering them
securities subject to regulation in the United States and other countries. The Howey
test is highly fact-dependent, indicating that certain crypto-tokens may be securities
under Howey whereas others – if properly designed – may not.
If you determine that our tokens may constitute securities subject to regulation in
any country, we strongly advise you from acquiring them and suggest you immediately notify us of the possible risks.

7.4 Tax, legal and economic risk
If you decide to participate in this TGE without proper consultation of tax, legal and
economic advisors, taking into account your personal circumstances, you might not
be able to fully assess the tax, legal and economic impact a participation in this TGE
could have on you.
Missing, insufficient or faulty consultation can lead to unintended or unforeseen tax,
legal and economic consequences. Prospective participants in the TGE should
carefully consider the risks together with their expert advisers before deciding
whether a participation in the TGE is suitable for them or not. The B2N is not liable for
a loss in connection with erroneous or insufficient consultation or advice provided by
third parties.
The exchange of virtual currencies without taking into account the individual
circumstances and the financial situation of the participant might have negative
consequences. The decision to obtain Blocx should take into account the individual
knowledge of the participant. Only freely available capital should be used for a
participation in this TGE as a total loss cannot be excluded.
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8 Appendix
8.1 About us
To take advantage of opportunities arising with respect to the new technology
implementation, JDC Group established B-LAB designated to guide the B2N community.
B-LAB is registered in Liechtenstein. Our counsels have been in consultations with
representatives of the Liechtenstein government and of their financial market
regulator when this Whitepaper was written, and B-LAB has been built diligently
following their advice.
B-LAB, a limited company incorporated in Liechtenstein, is a subsidiary of the
Frankfurt-stock-exchange-listed JDC Group (ISIN DE000A0B9N37). With over
16,000 sales partners, around 1.2 million end-customers, a portfolio of more than
4.5 billion Euro and around 1.4 billion Euro in insurance product sales each year,
JDC Group is an established market leader in the European insurance broker industry
and a leader in “advisortech”, that is Insurance Technology (InsurTech) for advisors,
distributors and other intermediaries. JDC Group works for and on behalf of its
clients, who entrust the company with their data expecting that JDC Group will
assist them with finding the most suitable insurance coverage for them. By analyzing
its clients’ data, JDC Group helps its customers with identifying their exposures and
risks by understanding their businesses, by determining and advising what needs
insuring and what can be managed in other ways. Already today, JDC Group has
access to the entire variety of insurance products of the German and Austrian
markets and the ability to represent its clients in dealing with the full range of the
220 insurance companies present.
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8.2 The team
8.2.1 Management
JDC B-LAB is managed by Dr. Sebastian Grabmaier (JDC Group CEO), Stefan Bachmann (JDC Group CDO) as well as Johannes N. Viehbacher.
Ralph Konrad (JDC Group CFO) brings to the B-LAB team his rich expertise in capital
markets. In the pre-round, he will lead strategic negotiations with accredited investors, and then will be setting up the ICO from a financial markets perspective.
8.2.2 Core Development Team
The core engineering and infrastructure team is led by the following division heads:
Martin Mayer, Software Architecture Lead
Martin studied Systems Science with focus on self-organizing entities. He has
30 years of experience in software development, around half of them in banking
where he designed and developed applications for all areas of the industry. Currently
Martin focuses on the Crypto Economy as an ideal field to unite his systemic focus
with software development. He has expert knowledge of the geodata, commodities,
aerospace, automotive and publishing industries. Martin created a thriving micro
lending business on the Philippines and is a frequent speaker on blockchain, micro
lending and open source topics. He has lived in Germany, the Philippines, Switzerland, Russia and Brazil.
Dr. Massimiliano Masi, TGE Architecture & Security Lead
Massimiliano received his M.Sc. in Computer Science, and his Ph.D. from the University of Florence in Grid Computing (with CERN) and Security and Formal Methods,
respectively. He participated in the design and planning of security measures and
requirements of several nationwide projects (e. g., Austrian ELGA, eHR.ZA in South
Africa, Consent2Share in USA). Massimiliano was the coordinator of the core team of
the epSOS.eu Security Expert Group and in the e-SENS.eu architectural board, while
coordinating all the national eHealth pilots. Massimiliano has been a member of the
OASIS and IEEE, and is also the editor of the IHE ITI profile XCF, and participated in the
evaluation of the IHE profiles related to security (e. g., XUA, XUA++, SeR, Access
Control White Paper, and ATNA). Massimiliano is acting as consultant for the ENISA,
for the EU Commission, and the Austrian Federal Ministry of Health. Together with the
Hyper e-Health team, he is promoting and implementing blockchain-based initiatives.
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Dr. Alexander Schöch
Alex received his BSc in computer engineering and his MSc in industrial engineering
from Interstate University NTB where he worked on cryptoanalysis with FPGAs and
highly parallelized software frameworks respectively. He received his Ph.D. degree
from the University of Padua for his work on the topics of optical metrology, sensor
fusion and process control. He works as a research associate at the Institute for
Production Metrology, Materials and Technical Optics of NTB where he manages
joint R&D projects between industry and academia and teaches computer sciences
courses. His interests include computer vision, blockchain and machine learning
technology.
Dr. Zack Izham (CEng MIMechE)
Zack received his Masters in Mechanical Engineering from the Danish Technical
University and the University of Birmingham then his PhD in Mechanical (including
Electronics and Electrical) Engineering from Birmingham for work that was sponsored by the British Ministry of Defense via the Defense Evaluation Research Agency
for research in the field of Micro and Nanotechnology. His career has taken him
through the aerospace industry at Airbus, online gambling at bet365, technology
consulting at Hewlett Packard Enterprise and the VW Group. He received his charted
engineer qualification from the Institute of Mechanical Engineers for his work in the
aerospace industry. He has held both technology and management roles through
this period with specific expertise in mathematical modelling, analytics and experience in the various branches covered under the umbrella of artificial intelligence
such as machine learning, computer vision and natural language processing. He is a
keen skier and a successful yacht navigator and tactician.
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8.3 Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE
ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, please CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
To enhance the project anticipated in this whitepaper, we will generate Blocx as a
crypto-token powering the technological development. We emphasize in the strongest possible terms that a “Blocx” token does not represent ownership or a security
interest in B-LAB or JDC Group or any other entity. Nor is a Blocx token related to any
other assets or properties. The token does not grant a claim against or represent a
debt owed by B-LAB or any other entity and shall not be considered a debenture.
To acquire Blocx, you should be genuinely interested in contributing your skills, time,
energy and expertise to the Blocx Blockchain network (B2N). Only freely available
capital should be used for a participation in the B2N by the acquisition Blocx as
ADVERSE EFFECTS TO its VALUE UP TO a total loss cannot be excluded.
WE DO not make or PURPORT to make, and hereby disclaim, any representation,
warranty or undertaking TO any entity or person in relation to the truth, accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper OR DRAFT THEREOF. WE HAVE No obligation to update, modify or amend any statement IN THIS
WHITEPAPER OR to otherwise notify a recipient thereof in the event that any matter
stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein,
changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate OR UNTRUE.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, WE
shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue,
income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

Contact

JDC B-LAB LLC
a division of JDC Group AG
JDC B-LAB GmbH
Landstrasse 123
LI-9495 Triesen
Principality of Liechtenstein
Fon: +423 390 00 30
Fax: +423 390 00 32
info@jdctoken.io
https://www.jdctoken.io

